Abstract. The techniques which are used to implement (non-trivial) interprocedural data ow analyzers can be generally divided into two subsets: the call string and the functional approach as presented in Sharir and Pnueli, 1981] . Both di er in their time and space complexity as well as in the precision due to properties of the abstract domains and transfer functions. We have developed a data ow analyzer generator PAG which is able to produce interprocedural analyzers for both techniques. We speci ed two variants of constant propagation working in an ANSI-C compiler; a copy constant propagation that uses distributive transfer function and can be solved precisely, even interprocedurally Sagiv et al., 1995] , and a full constant propagator which includes an interpreter for expressions of the language. We present the practical relevant results applying both analyzers to a fair set of real-world programs and compare the space/time consumption of the analyzers versus their precision.
Introduction
The need for interprocedural analyses results from a con ict between the goals of software engineering and performance Metzger and Stroud, 1993] . The usage of procedural and functional abstraction generalizes the code and makes it more extensible and maintainable. Optimizing compilers try to compute information about program points that can be used for code improvements. Intraprocedural analysis assumes the worst case (loss of all information) at procedure boundaries, whereas interprocedural analysis propagate information across procedure/function boundaries or eliminate the calls altogether by inline expansions for non-recursive calls. There exist two di erent approaches to interprocedural analysis which have been discussed in Sharir and Pnueli, 1981] : the call string and the functional approach. The call string approach separates call chains (and the related data ow information) to a procedure di ering in a su x of a xed length. Thus precision may increase with longer call strings. The maximally useful length for non-recursive programs is the height of the call DAG. For recursive programs the number of possible call strings is in nite. If there are no ? Partially funded by SFB 124 recursive procedures the number of call strings can be exponential in the number of procedures. Thus the call string length has to be limited in any practical implementation to some constant K.
The functional approach, on the other side, computes a function for each procedure describing the \abstract" e ect of the procedure. These functions are then used in a standard (intraprocedural-like) algorithm. However, the computation of the abstract functions may not terminate for lattices of in nite cardinality, even if they are of bounded height.
We designed and implemented an interprocedural data ow analyzer generator PAG Martin, 1998 ], that produces analyzers using either the call string approach with a length parameter or the functional approach. This analyzer generator was used to generated two analyzers, which have been included in a ANSI-C compiler, and measured the e ciency and precision for practical relevant applications.
By creating PAG we hope to close the gap between the theory of abstract interpretation and practical useful analyzers. PAG is available under a free academic license on request from the author or in form of a simpli ed WWW interface (www.cs.uni-sb.de/~martin/pag).
The paper is organized as follows: a brief introduction to the framework of data ow analysis is followed by the discussion of the two interprocedural approaches. Then these are compared based on experimental data for two data ow problems.
Techniques
The data ow analysis practiced nowadays was introduced mainlyby Kildall, 1973] and re ned by Kam and Ullman, 1977] . It is based on a control ow graph CFG=(V,E) that contains a node for every statement or basic block in a procedure and an edge for a possible ow of control. The set of vertices V is a disjoint union of the set of nodes V i for each subroutine p i in the program ? . Furthermore unique entry nodes s i and exit nodes e i for each procedure p i are added. A data ow analysis problem (DFP) is a combination of such a graph with a complete lattice of values, called the underlying lattice (L), and a family of functions (one for each node). These functions express the local semantics and are called trans- 
Call String Approach
This approach considers procedure calls and returns as ordinary transfers of control, but avoids propagation along interprocedurally invalid paths. This can be implemented by tagging the propagated data with a call string, which is a sequence of call nodes, whose calls are still un nished. As the number of call strings may be in nite their length is bounded by a constant K. This results in an approximate solution by merging the information belonging to call strings with the same K-su x. For a more practical implementation a vector of data ow elements is used. If a call site c has to be appended to a call string = c 1 c 2 : : :c K which already has length K the rst element c 1 of is removed, which results in c 2 : : :c K c. This method is turned into a vector based implementation by encoding the call strings as numbers which will correspond to positions in the data ow array: assign to every call site c a unique number between one and M ?1, where M is the number of call sites in the given program plus one. Then a call string = c i1 : : :c in corresponds to a K digit number m to base the M (m = i 1 : : :i n ). Converting this number to the decimal system is done in usual way: multiply the n-th digit by M n and add this for all digits (m 0 = P 1 j n i j M j ). This results in a number between zero and M K where zero denotes the empty call string . Fortunately not all of these call strings are valid for each procedure. So all invalid numbers can be omitted for a xed procedure and can be compress the array, so that every position is used. If the underlying lattice L is nite a vector implementation can be constructed that results in the precise solution of the DFP. Call chains of length up to jLj 2 M must be separated. The vector based approach can also be used to implement more sophisticated methods which can also be used for the analysis of loops ].
Functional Approach
The functional approach computes for every procedure in the program a function which maps the data ow value at the entry of the procedure to the corresponding data ow value at the exit of the procedure. Because a procedures can be simultaneously recursive it is necessary to do this computation for all procedures in an interleaved fashion. The function is computed by tabulating input/output pairs. This table is guaranteed to be nite if the lattice is of nite cardinality. As an optimization only those input/output pairs are computed for each procedure where the input value actually occurs. Now a more formal description of this method is given: For each procedure p i and each node n 2 V i we de ne an element (s i ; n) : L ! L which describes the e ects to elements of L when they are propagated from the start s i of procedure p i to n. These functions are de ned by:
(s i ; n) = t (m;n)2E E(n) (s i ; m) and E is de ned as either the normal transfer function for intraprocedural edge or for interprocedural ones: The simple C0 analyzers nd all relevant constants for source code optimization. However, F and C1 nd more available constants; the former in shorter time. For full constant propagation C2 computes the same results as F, but needs more time. C2 has same precision as F, but runs slower. For copy cp, C1 computes foldings faster than F. C3 computes same information like C2 does, but runs slower. Table 5 . ed.c values of L, the functional approach computes values from L! L. For guaranteeing termination it is required that this function space is nite. So the call string approach is always guaranteed to terminate, but may deliver poorer results. Additionally one has the problem of nding an appropriate length K. The functional approach is guaranteed to terminate for nite lattices, but may be exponential in the size of the lattice. It delivers best results.
Practical Evaluation
We generated data ow analyzers for copy constant propagation (ccp) which is a distributive problem and for full constant propagation (fp) which is not. L ccp is nite and therefore of bounded height and the L fp is in nite but has bounded height. The ccp only processes assignments of the form x := y or x := c where The C0 analyzers nd all foldings, whereas the number of available constants is much greater for more complex analyzers. F computes most precise results in shortest time. full constant propagation nds more foldings than copy cp. Table 7 . flex.c x; y are variables and c is a constant, whereas fp includes a full interpreter for expressions. Furthermore, we use a simpli ed form of a technique called downset completion Cousot and Cousot, 1992] ; instead of combining the data ow information directly where two (or more) control ow edges come together, we rst apply the transfer function and combine the results: f(a t b) is replaced by f(a) t f(b). This results in better solutions for non distributive t. Table 1 shows the structure and size of the used test programs (a` ' indicates programs with procedural variables). The columns give from left to right: the name of the program, a short description, the number of lines without comments, the number of procedures, the number of control ow nodes, the number of variables, and the table where the measurements can be found.
For each of the programs the functional analyzer was applied. It nds the precise solution (MOP) for any program in case of the copy constant propagation. C1 produces the same results as F in shorter time for both data ow problems and is better than C0 in precision and speed. Table 9 . bison.c This is also true for the full constant propagation, but the termination of the functional analyzer is not guaranteed. Also the call string analyzers up to the call string length, where they nd the same set of available constants and compared their run times have been applied. For each program a table consisting of ve columns is given: The rst contains the applied method, F for the functional analyzers and C K for the call string analyzers with call string length K. As a measurement of precision the second column contains the number of available constants in the program. This is the number of constant variables at all control ow nodes, i.e. The fourth column gives the number of source code transformations that can be done with the information obtained by the constant propagation. This is written in the form x(y) with y being the number of replacements of variables by their values and x being the number of resulting (algebraic) transformations: e.g., if the expression (x + 10 + z) is transformed to (15 + z) by replacing x with 5 we would write that as 1(1), 1 for the replacement of x and 1 for the transformation of (5+10) to 15. The next column shows the number of steps in our xed point iterator and the last gives the runtime in seconds on a SUN SPARCsystem-600 (Ross-RT625 cpu, 128Mb memory), running SunOS 4.1.4.
Results
As one can see, for some programs the functional analyzer is most suitable, whereas for other programs it doesn't nd more constants than the C 0 analyzer.
The results are summarized in Tab. 13 for the copy constant propagation and in Tab. 14 for the full constant propagation. There the the best strategy to nd all available constants (second column) and the best for source code folding (third column) are listed. shown that the theoretic results (non termination) do occur in practice. We also have shown that a full constant propagation delivers better results than a simple one (Table 12) . Furthermore one can see that the set of call strings which should be kept separately is small for real programs, but leads to similar results as the functional approach. So we can draw the conclusion that an expensive functional approach can be replaced by a cheaper call string approach, at least for constant propagation in languages similar to C. The analyzer generator PAG can be used to determine automatically the relevant call string length for each analysis. A related call string analyzer can be incorporated into a compiler for this language. In the future we will test if these results also hold for other analyses too. fp nds twice as much foldings as copy cp. The number of foldings is equal for each analyzer, whereas the preciseness increases with the call string length. Unfortunately, the number of call strings of length greater than 6 results in large memory consumption and cannot be handled currently. The functional approach nds in 50% the available constants in shortest time, whereas a (simple) C0 analyzer computes in 50% all foldings (about the same results as in 
